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A large amount of new results have been presented at TAU2006. The highlights of the workshop, the present
status of a few selected topics on lepton physics (universality, QCD tests, Vus determination from τ decay, g− 2,
ν oscillations, lepton-flavour violation) and the prospects for future improvements are briefly summarized.
1. INTRODUCTION
The known leptons provide clean probes to per-
form very precise tests of the Standard Model
and search for signals of new dynamics. The
electroweak gauge structure has been successfully
tested at the 0.1% to 1% level, confirming the
Standard Model framework [1]. Moreover, the
hadronic τ decays turn out to be a beautiful lab-
oratory for studying strong interaction effects at
low energies [2,3,4]. Accurate determinations of
the QCD coupling, |Vus| and the strange quark
mass have been obtained with τ decay data.
The first hints of new physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model have also emerged from the lepton
sector. Convincing evidence of neutrino oscilla-
tions has been obtained by SNO [5] and Super-
Kamiokande [6,7]. Combined with data from
other neutrino experiments [8,9,10], it shows that
νe → νµ and νµ → ντ transitions do occur.
The huge statistics accumulated at the B Fac-
tories allow to explore lepton-flavour-violating τ
decay modes with increased sensitivities beyond
10−7, which could be further pushed down to few
10−9 at future facilities. Moreover, BESIII will
soon start taking data at the new Beijing Tau-
Charm Factory. With the excellent experimental
conditions of the threshold region, complemen-
tary information on the τ should be obtained,
such as an improved mass measurement.
The large amount of new results presented at
this workshop shows that τ physics is entering a
new era, full of interesting possibilities and with
a high potential for new discoveries.
Table 1
Present constraints on |gl/gl′ | [3,11,12,13].
|gµ/ge|
Bτ→µ/Bτ→e 1.0000± 0.0020
Bpi→µ/Bpi→e 1.0017± 0.0015
BK→µ/BK→e 1.012± 0.009
BW→µ/BW→e 0.997± 0.010
|gτ/gµ|
Bτ→e τµ/ττ 1.0004± 0.0022
Γτ→pi/Γpi→µ 0.996± 0.005
Γτ→K/ΓK→µ 0.979± 0.017
BW→τ/BW→µ 1.039± 0.013
|gτ/ge|
Bτ→µ τµ/ττ 1.0004± 0.0023
BW→τ/BW→e 1.036± 0.014
2. LEPTON UNIVERSALITY
In the Standard Model all lepton doublets have
identical couplings to the W boson. Compar-
ing the measured decay widths of leptonic or
semileptonic decays which only differ in the lep-
ton flavour, one can test experimentally that
the W interaction is indeed the same, i.e. that
ge = gµ = gτ ≡ g . As shown in Table 1, the
present data verify the universality of the leptonic
charged-current couplings to the 0.2% level.1
1 Br(W → ντ τ) is 2.1σ/2.7 σ larger than B(W →
νee/νµµ). The stringent limits on |gτ/ge,µ| from W -
mediated decays make unlikely that this is a real effect.
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The τ leptonic branching fractions and the τ
lifetime are known with a precision of 0.3%. A
slightly improved lifetime measurement could be
expected from BABAR and BELLE [14]. For
comparison, the µ lifetime is known with an ac-
curacy of 10−5, which should be further improved
to 10−6 by the MuLan experiment at PSI [15].
The universality tests require also a good deter-
mination ofm5τ , which is only known to the 0.08%
level. Two new preliminary measurements of the
τ mass have been presented at this workshop:
mτ =
{
1776.71± 0.13± 0.35 MeV [BELLE],
1776.80+0.25− 0.23 ± 0.15 MeV [KEDR].
BELLE [16] has made a pseudomass analysis of
τ → ντ3pi decays, while KEDR [17] measures
the τ+τ− threshold production, taking advantage
of a precise energy calibration through the reso-
nance depolarization method. In both cases the
achieved precision is getting close to the present
BES-dominated value, mτ = 1776.99
+0.29
− 0.26 [11].
KEDR aims to obtain a final accuracy of 0.15
MeV. A precision better than 0.1 MeV should be
easily achieved at BESIII [18], through a detailed
analysis of σ(e+e− → τ+τ−) at threshold [19,20].
3. HADRONIC TAU DECAYS
The τ is the only known lepton massive enough
to decay into hadrons. Its semileptonic decays
are then ideally suited for studying the hadronic
weak currents in very clean conditions. The decay
τ− → ντH− probes the matrix element of the
left–handed charged current between the vacuum
and the final hadronic state H−.
For the decay modes with lowest multiplicity,
τ− → ντpi− and τ− → ντK−, the relevant matrix
elements are already known from the measured
decays pi− → µ−ν¯µ and K− → µ−ν¯µ. The corre-
sponding τ decay widths can then be accurately
predicted. As shown in Table 1, the predictions
are in good agreement with the measured values
and provide a test of lepton universality. Assum-
ing universality in the quark couplings, these de-
cay modes determine the ratio [11,21]
|Vus| fK
|Vud| fpi =
{
0.27618± 0.00048 [ΓK/pi→νµµ],
0.267± 0.005 [Γτ→ντK/pi ].
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Figure 1. Pion form factor data [22] compared
with theoretical predictions [23].
The very different accuracies reflect the present
poor precision on Γ(τ− → ντK−).
For the two–pion final state, the hadronic ma-
trix element is parameterized in terms of the so-
called pion form factor [s ≡ (ppi−+ ppi0)2]:
〈pi−pi0|d¯γµu|0〉 ≡
√
2Fpi(s) (ppi− − ppi0)µ . (1)
A dynamical understanding of the pion form fac-
tor can be achieved [23,24,25,26], using analyt-
icity, unitarity and some general properties of
QCD, such as chiral symmetry [27] and the short-
distance asymptotic behavior [28,29]. Putting all
these fundamental ingredients together, one gets
[24]
Fpi(s) =
M2ρ
M2ρ − s− iMρΓρ(s)
exp
{
−sReA(s)
96pi2f2pi
}
,
where
A(s) ≡ log
(
m2pi
M2ρ
)
+8
m2pi
s
− 5
3
+σ3pi log
(
σpi + 1
σpi − 1
)
contains the one-loop chiral logarithms, σpi ≡√
1− 4m2pi/s and the off-shell ρ width [24,25] is
given by Γρ(s) = θ(s − 4m2pi)σ3piMρ s/(96pif2pi).
This prediction, which only depends on Mρ, mpi
and the pion decay constant fpi, is compared with
the data in Fig. 1. The agreement is rather im-
pressive and extends to negative s values, where
the e−pi elastic data (not shown in the figure) sits.
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Figure 2. Preliminary BELLE measurement of
the pion form factor from τ− → ντpi−pi0 [30].
The small effect of heavier ρ resonance contri-
butions and additional next-to-leading in 1/NC
corrections can be easily included, at the price
of having some free parameters which decrease
the predictive power [23,26]. This gives a bet-
ter description of the ρ′ shoulder around 1.2 GeV
(continuous line in Fig. 1). A clear signal for the
ρ′′(1700) resonance in τ− → ντpi−pi0 events has
been reported by BELLE, with a data sample 20
times larger than in previous experiments [30].
The decay τ → ντKpi is characterized by two
form factors with JP = 1− and 0+. The vec-
tor form factor FKpi+ (s) can be described in an
analogous way to Fpi(s). The scalar component
FKpi0 (s) has been recently studied [31], taking into
account additional information from Kpi scatter-
ing data through dispersion relations [21,32]. The
decay width is dominated by the K∗(892) contri-
bution, with a predicted branching ratio Br[τ →
ντK
∗] = (1.253± 0.078)%, while the scalar com-
ponent is found to be Br[τ → ντ (Kpi)S−wave] =
(3.88 ± 0.19) · 10−4. The preliminary measure-
ments of the τ− → ντKSpi− (BELLE [33]) and
τ− → ντK−pi0 (BABAR [34]) distributions, pre-
sented at this workshop, show a clear evidence for
the scalar contribution at low invariant mass and
a K∗(1410) vector component at large s.
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Figure 3. Predicted τ → ντKpi distribution, to-
gether with the separate contributions from the
K∗(892) and K∗(1410) vector mesons as well as
the scalar component residing in FKpi0 (s) [31].
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Figure 4. KSpi invariant-mass distribution from
BELLE τ → ντKSpi events. The histogram shows
the expected K∗(892) contribution [33].
The dynamical structure of other hadronic final
states can be investigated in a similar way. The
τ → ντ3pi decay mode was studied in Ref. [35],
where a theoretical description of the measured
structure functions [36,37,38] was provided. A de-
tailed analysis of other τ decay modes into three
final pseudoscalar mesons is in progress [39]. The
more involved τ → ντ4pi and e+e− → 4pi transi-
tions have also been studied [40].
BABAR has presented preliminary measure-
ments of τ− → ντpi+2pi−pi0 and τ− → ντpi+2pi−η
decays. The 4pi distribution is found to have
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a large ωpi− contribution, while the f1(1285)pi
−
component is seen to be the primary source of
τ− → ντpi+2pi−η events [41]. The large statistics
collected by BABAR (2×108 τ+τ− pairs) also al-
low to put limits on decay modes with 7 charged
pions at the level of few 10−7 (90% CL) [42].
CLEO has investigated rare τ decay modes
with kaons in the final state, obtaining the results
Br(τ− → ντK−pi+pi−pi0) = (7.4±0.8±1.1)×10−4
(K0 excluded) and Br(τ− → ντK−K+pi−pi0) =
(5.5± 1.4± 1.2)× 10−5 [43].
4. THE TAU HADRONIC WIDTH
The inclusive character of the total τ hadronic
width renders possible an accurate calculation of
the ratio [44,45,46,47,48]
Rτ ≡ Γ[τ
− → ντ hadrons (γ)]
Γ[τ− → ντe−ν¯e(γ)] , (2)
using analyticity constraints and the Operator
Product Expansion. One can separately compute
the contributions from specific quark currents:
Rτ = Rτ,V +Rτ,A +Rτ,S . (3)
Rτ,V and Rτ,A correspond to the Cabibbo–
allowed decays through the vector and axial-
vector currents, while Rτ,S contains the remain-
ing Cabibbo–suppressed contributions.
The theoretical prediction for Rτ,V+A can be
expressed as [46]
Rτ,V+A = NC |Vud|2 SEW {1 + δP + δNP} , (4)
where NC = 3 and SEW = 1.0201 ± 0.0003 con-
tains the electroweak radiative corrections [49].
The dominant correction (∼ 20%) is the pertur-
bative QCD contribution δP, which is fully known
to O(α3s) [46] and includes a resummation of the
most important higher-order effects [47].
Non-perturbative contributions are suppressed
by six powers of the τ mass [46] and, therefore,
are very small. Their numerical size has been
determined from the invariant–mass distribution
of the final hadrons in τ decay, through the study
of weighted integrals [50],
Rklτ ≡
∫ m2τ
0
ds
(
1− s
m2τ
)k (
s
m2τ
)l
dRτ
ds
, (5)
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Figure 5. Measured values of αs at different
scales. The curves show the energy dependence
predicted by QCD, using αs(m
2
τ ) as input. The
corresponding extrapolated αs(M
2
Z) values are
shown at the bottom, where the shaded band dis-
plays the τ decay result within errors [51].
which can be calculated theoretically in the same
way as Rτ . The predicted suppression [46] of the
non-perturbative corrections has been confirmed
by ALEPH [38], CLEO [52] and OPAL [53]. The
most recent analysis [38] gives
δNP = −0.0043± 0.0019 . (6)
The QCD prediction for Rτ,V+A is then com-
pletely dominated by the perturbative contribu-
tion; non-perturbative effects being smaller than
the perturbative uncertainties from uncalculated
higher-order corrections. The result turns out to
be very sensitive to the value of αs(m
2
τ ), allow-
ing for an accurate determination of the funda-
mental QCD coupling [45,46]. The experimental
measurement Rτ,V+A = 3.471±0.011 implies [51]
αs(m
2
τ ) = 0.345± 0.004exp ± 0.009th . (7)
The strong coupling measured at the τ mass
scale is significantly larger than the values ob-
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tained at higher energies. From the hadronic de-
cays of the Z, one gets αs(M
2
Z) = 0.1186±0.0027
[12], which differs from the τ decay measurement
by more than twenty standard deviations. After
evolution up to the scaleMZ [54], the strong cou-
pling constant in (7) decreases to [51]
αs(M
2
Z) = 0.1215± 0.0012 , (8)
in excellent agreement with the direct measure-
ments at the Z peak and with a similar accuracy.
The comparison of these two determinations of
αs in two extreme energy regimes, mτ and MZ ,
provides a beautiful test of the predicted running
of the QCD coupling; i.e. a very significant ex-
perimental verification of asymptotic freedom.
5. CABIBBO–SUPPRESSED DECAYS
The separate measurement of the |∆S| = 0 and
|∆S| = 1 τ decay widths allows us to pin down
the SU(3) breaking effect induced by the strange
quark mass [55,56,57,58,59,60,61], through the
differences [56]
δRklτ ≡
Rklτ,V+A
|Vud|2 −
Rklτ,S
|Vus|2 (9)
≈ 24 m
2
s(m
2
τ )
m2τ
∆kl(αs)− 48pi2 δO4
m4τ
Qkl(αs) .
The perturbative QCD corrections ∆kl(αs) and
Qkl(αs) are known to O(α
3
s) and O(α
2
s), respec-
tively [56,61]. Since the longitudinal contribution
to ∆kl(αs) does not converge well, the J = 0
QCD expression is replaced by its correspond-
ing phenomenological hadronic parametrization
[60], which is much more precise because it is
dominated by far by the well-known kaon pole.
The small non-perturbative contribution, δO4 ≡
〈0|mss¯s−mdd¯d|0〉 = −(1.5± 0.4)× 10−3 GeV4,
has been estimated with Chiral Perturbation
Theory techniques [56].
From the measured moments δRk0τ (k =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4) [62,63], it is possible to determine
the strange quark mass; however, the extracted
value depends sensitively on the modulus of
the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix ele-
ment |Vus|. It appears then natural to turn things
around and, with an input for ms obtained from
OPAL
(K)  from PDG−
(Kpi+Kη)−
(Kpipi+Kηpi)−
(Kpipipi)−
naïve parton model
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Figure 6. OPAL measurement of the spectral
function distribution in |∆S| = 1 τ decays [63].
other sources, to actually determine |Vus| [60].
The most sensitive moment is δR00τ :
|Vus|2 =
R
(0,0)
τ,S
R
(0,0)
τ,V+A
|Vud|2
− δR(0,0)τ,th
. (10)
Using ms(2 GeV) = (94±6) MeV, which includes
the most recent determinations ofms from lattice
and QCD Sum Rules [21], one obtains δR00τ,th =
0.240±0.032 [60]. This prediction is much smaller
than R
(0,0)
τ,V+A/|Vud|2, making the theoretical un-
certainty in (10) negligible in comparison with the
experimental inputs R
(0,0)
τ,V+A = 3.471± 0.011 and
R
(0,0)
τ,S = 0.1686 ± 0.0047 [51]. Taking |Vud| =
0.97377± 0.00027 [11], one gets [60]
|Vus| = 0.2220± 0.0031exp ± 0.0011th . (11)
This result is competitive with the standard Ke3
determination, |Vus| = 0.2236± 0.0029 [21]. The
precision should be considerably improved in the
near future because the error is dominated by the
experimental uncertainty, which can be reduced
with the much better data samples from BABAR
[34], BELLE [33,64] and the forthcoming BESIII
detector [18]. Therefore, the τ data has the po-
tential to provide the best determination of |Vus|.
With future high-precision τ data, a simulta-
neous fit of ms and |Vus| should also become pos-
sible. A better understanding of the perturbative
QCD corrections ∆kl(αs) would be very helpful
to improve the resulting ms accuracy [59,60].
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6. LEPTON MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The most stringent QED test comes from
the high-precision measurements of the e and µ
anomalous magnetic moments al ≡ (gγl − 2)/2
[65,66,67]. A recent measurement of ae, using a
one-electron quantum cyclotron, has reduced the
experimental uncertainty by a factor of six [68]:
ae = (1 159 652 180.85± 0.76) · 10−12 . (12)
To a measurable level, ae arises entirely from vir-
tual electrons and photons; these contributions
are known to O(α4) [65,66,67,69]. The theoretical
error is dominated by the uncertainty in the input
value of α. Turning things around, the measured
value of ae provides the most precise determina-
tion of the fine structure constant [70]:
α−1 = 137.035 999 710 ± 0.000 000 096 . (13)
This number agrees with other precise determi-
nations of α, but it has an uncertainty (0.70 ppb)
10 times smaller than any other method.
The BNL-E821 experiment has recently pub-
lished its final value for aµ [71]:
aµ = (11 659 208.0± 6.3) · 10−10 . (14)
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is
sensitive to small corrections from virtual heavier
states; compared to ae, they scale asm
2
µ/m
2
e. The
Standard Model prediction can be decomposed in
five types of contributions:
1010 · athµ = 11 658 471.81± 0.02 QED [67,69]
+ 15.4 ± 0.2 EW [72]
+ 698.9 ± 9.6 hadLO [51, 73]
− 9.8 ± 0.1 hadNLO [74]
+ 12.0 ± 3.5 lbl [66, 75]
= 11 659 188.3 ± 10.2 .
This result differs by 1.6 σ from the experimental
value (14).
The main theoretical uncertainty on aµ has a
QCD origin. Since quarks have electric charge,
virtual quark-antiquark pairs induce hadronic
vacuum polarization corrections to the photon
propagator (Fig. 7.c). Owing to the non-
perturbative character of QCD at low energies,
(a) (b) (c) (d)
ν
W W
γ , Z
γf
f
Figure 7. Feynman diagrams contributing to al.
the light-quark contribution cannot be reliably
calculated at present. Fortunately, this effect
can be extracted from the measurement of the
cross-section σ(e+e− → hadrons) and from the
invariant-mass distribution of the final hadrons
in τ decays. The largest contribution comes from
the 2pi final state. The τ decay determination
includes a careful investigation of isospin break-
ing effects [76], using the pion form factor ex-
pression of ref. [24], which amount to an overall
−(2.2± 0.5)% correction [73].
At present, there is a discrepancy between
the 2pi contributions extracted from e+e− and τ
data, which translates into slightly different val-
ues (2.9 σ) for ahad,LOµ [73]:
ahad,LOµ =
{
(690.8± 4.4) · 10−10 (e+e−) ,
(710.3± 5.2) · 10−10 (τ) . (15)
Therefore, from e+e− data one gets the prediction
athµ = (11 659 180.2± 5.6) · 10−10, which disagrees
with the measured value by 3.3 σ, while the τ data
gives athµ = (11 659 199.7± 6.3) · 10−10, in much
better agreement (0.9 σ) with the BNL measure-
ment of aµ [71]. In order to quote a reference
number for athµ , I have used a weighted average
of these two determinations, increasing the error
with the appropriate scale factor [11].
New precise e+e− and τ data sets are needed to
settle the true value of ahad,LOµ . The present ex-
perimental situation is very unsatisfactory, show-
ing internal inconsistencies among different e+e−
and τ measurements. The KLOE e+e− invariant-
mass distribution [77] does not agree with CMD2
and SND, while the most recent BELLE measure-
ment of the τ decay spectrum [30] slightly dis-
agrees with ALEPH and CLEO [73]. Using CVC,
one predicts from e+e− data Br(τ → ντ2pi) =
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(24.48 ± 0.18)%, which is 4.5 σ smaller than the
direct τ measurement (25.40 ± 0.10)% [73]. It is
difficult to explain such a large disagreement as
an isospin-breaking effect [78]. Since the e+e−
prediction involves a delicate integration over all
the spectrum, while the τ number is a more ro-
bust branching ratio measurement (on which all τ
experiments agree), the e+e− analysis appears to
me more suspect as a source of underestimated
systematic uncertainties. The radiative return
method [79], already used by KLOE [77], will al-
low the B Factories to provide some light on this
issue. Preliminary analyses from BABAR have
been already presented at this workshop [80].
Additional QCD uncertainties stem from
the smaller light-by-light scattering contributions
(Fig. 7.d). The most recent evaluations of these
corrections [75], have uncovered a sign mistake
in previous calculations, improving the agreement
with the experimental measurement.
If funded, the Brookhaven E969 proposal could
reduce the aµ experimental uncertainty by a fac-
tor of two or more [81]. A meaningful test of the
electroweak contributions at this level of precision
requires a better control of the QCD corrections.
A factor of three improvement also seems pos-
sible in the ae measurement [68]. On the QED
side a formidable effort to perform the fifth-order
calculation has already started [69].
7. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
The flux of solar νe neutrinos reaching the earth
has been measured by several experiments [82] to
be significantly below the standard solar model
prediction [83]. The Sudbury Neutrino Obser-
vatory has provided strong evidence that neutri-
nos do change flavour as they propagate from
the core of the Sun [5], independently of solar
model flux predictions. SNO is able to detect
neutrinos through three different reactions: the
charged-current process νed → e−pp which is
only sensitive to νe, the neutral current transition
νxd→ νxpn which has equal probability for all ac-
tive neutrino flavours, and the elastic scattering
νxe
− → νxe− which is also sensitive to νµ and ντ ,
although the corresponding cross section is a fac-
tor 6.48 smaller than the νe one. The measured
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Figure 8. Measured fluxes of 8B solar neutrinos of
νµ or ντ type (φµ,τ ) versus the flux of νe (φe) [5].
neutrino fluxes, shown in Fig. 8, demonstrate the
existence of a non-νe component in the solar neu-
trino flux at the 5.3 σ level. These results have
been further reinforced with the KamLAND data,
showing that ν¯e from nuclear reactors disappear
over distances of about 180 Km [8].
Another evidence of oscillations has been ob-
tained from atmospheric neutrinos. The known
discrepancy between the experimental observa-
tions and the predicted ratio of muon to elec-
tron neutrinos has become much stronger with
the high precision and large statistics of Super-
Kamiokande [7,84]. The atmospheric anomaly
appears to originate in a reduction of the νµ flux,
and the data strongly favours the νµ → ντ hy-
pothesis. This result has been confirmed by K2K
[9] and MINOS [10], observing the disappear-
ance of accelerator νµ’s at distances of 250 and
735 Km, respectively. Super-Kamiokande has re-
cently reported statistical evidence of ντ appear-
ance at the 2.4 σ level [7]. The direct detection of
the produced ντ is the main goal of the ongoing
CERN to Gran Sasso neutrino program [85].
Thus, we have now clear experimental evidence
that neutrinos are massive particles and there is
mixing in the lepton sector. The present solar, at-
mospheric, accelerator and reactor neutrino data,
leads to the following preferred ranges for the os-
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Figure 9. Allowed regions for 2ν oscillations for
the combination of solar (νe) and KamLAND (ν¯e)
data, assuming CPT symmetry [5].
cillation parameters [11]:
∆m221 =
(
8.0+0.4− 0.3
) · 10−5 eV2 ,
1.9 · 10−3 < |∆m232| / eV2 < 3.0 · 10−3 ,
sin2 (2θ12) = 0.86
+0.03
− 0.04 ,
sin2 (2θ23) > 0.92 ,
sin2 (2θ13) < 0.19 , (16)
where ∆m2ij ≡ m2i − m2j are the mass squared
differences between the neutrino mass eigen-
states νi,j and θij the corresponding mixing an-
gles in the standard three-flavour parametriza-
tion. The ranges indicate 90% CL. In the limit
θ13 = 0, solar and atmospheric neutrino oscilla-
tions decouple because ∆m2⊙ ≪ ∆m2atm. Thus,
∆m221, θ12 and θ13 are constrained by solar data,
while atmospheric experiments constrain ∆m232,
θ23 and θ13. The angle θ13 is strongly con-
strained by the CHOOZ reactor experiment [86].
New planned reactor experiments [82], T2K and
NOνA [84] are expected to achieve sensitivities
around sin2 (2θ13) ∼ 0.01.
8. NEW PHYSICS
Non-zero neutrino masses constitute a clear
indication of new physics beyond the Standard
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Figure 10. MINOS allowed regions for νµ dis-
appearance oscillations, compared with K2K and
Super-Kamiokande results [10].
Model. Right-handed neutrinos are an obvious
possibility to incorporate Dirac neutrino masses.
However, the νiR fields would be SU(3)C ⊗
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y singlets, without any Standard
Model interaction. Moreover, the gauge symme-
try would allow for a right-handed Majorana neu-
trino mass term of arbitrary size, not related to
the ordinary Higgs mechanism.
Adopting a more general effective field theory
language, without any assumption about the ex-
istence of right-handed neutrinos or any other
new particles, one can write the most general
SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y invariant lagrangian, in
terms of the known low-energy fields (νiL only).
The Standard Model is the unique answer with
d = 4. The first contributions from new physics
appear at d = 5 and have also a unique form [87],
which violates lepton number by two units:
∆L = −cij
Λ
L¯i φ˜ φ˜
t Lcj + h.c. , (17)
where φ and Li are the scalar and i-flavoured lep-
ton SU(2)L doublets, φ˜ ≡ i τ2 φ∗ and Lci ≡ CL¯ti.
Similar operators with quark fields are forbid-
den, due to their different hypercharges, while
higher-dimension operators would be suppressed
by higher powers of the new-physics scale Λ.
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Table 2
Best published limits (90% CL) on lepton-flavour-violating decays [11,88,89].
Br(µ− → e−γ) < 1.2 · 10−11 Br(µ− → e−2γ) < 7.2 · 10−11 Br(µ− → e−e−e+) < 1.0 · 10−12
Br(τ− → µ−γ) < 6.8 · 10−8 Br(τ− → e−γ) < 1.1 · 10−7 Br(τ− → e−e−µ+) < 1.1 · 10−7
Br(τ− → e−KS) < 5.6 · 10−8 Br(τ− → µ−KS) < 4.9 · 10−8 Br(τ− → µ+pi−pi−) < 0.7 · 10−7
Br(τ− → Λpi−) < 7.2 · 10−8 Br(τ− → µ−e+µ−) < 1.3 · 10−7 Br(τ− → e−pi+pi−) < 1.2 · 10−7
Br(τ− → µ−pi0) < 1.1 · 10−7 Br(τ− → µ−η) < 1.3 · 10−7 Br(τ− → e−pi0) < 1.4 · 10−7
After spontaneous symmetry breaking, 〈φ(0)〉 =
v/
√
2, ∆L generates a Majorana mass term:
LM = −1
2
ν¯iLMij ν
c
jL + h.c., Mij =
cij v
2
Λ
. (18)
Thus, Majorana neutrino masses should be ex-
pected on general symmetry grounds. The
relation (18) generalizes the well-known see-
saw mechanism (mνL ∼ m2/Λ) [90]. Taking
mν
>∼ 0.05 eV, as suggested by atmospheric neu-
trino data, one gets Λ/cij
<∼ 1015 GeV, amazingly
close to the expected scale of Gran Unification.
With non-zero neutrino masses, the leptonic
charged-current interactions involve a flavour
mixing matrix U. The present data on neutrino
oscillations imply that all elements ofU are large,
except for Ue3 < 0.18 [91]. Therefore, the mixing
among leptons appears to be very different from
the one in the quark sector.
The smallness of neutrino masses implies a
strong suppression of neutrinoless lepton-flavour-
violating processes, which can be avoided in mod-
els with other sources of lepton flavour violation,
not related to mνi [92]. The B Factories are
pushing the experimental limits on neutrinoless τ
decays beyond the 10−7 level [88,89], increasing
in a drastic way the sensitivity to new physics
scales. Future experiments could push further
some limits to the 10−9 level [93,94], allowing to
explore interesting and totally unknown phenom-
ena. Complementary information will be pro-
vided by the MEG experiment, which will search
for µ+ → e+γ events with a sensitivity of 10−13
[95]. There are also ongoing projects at J-PARC
aiming to study µ → e conversions in muonic
atoms, at the 10−18 level [96].
An important question to be addressed in the
future concerns the possibility of leptonic CP vio-
lation and its relevance for explaining the baryon
asymmetry of our universe through leptogenesis.
9. OUTLOOK
Our knowledge of the lepton properties has
been considerably improved during the last few
years. Lepton universality has been tested to a
rather good accuracy, both in the charged and
neutral current sectors. The Lorentz structure
of the leptonic l → νll′ν¯l′ decays has been de-
termined with good precision in the µ decay and
relevant constraints have been obtained for the τ
[11]. An upper limit of 3.2% (90% CL) has been
already set on the probability of having a (wrong)
decay from a right-handed τ [2,3,4].
The quality of the hadronic τ decay data has
made possible to perform quantitative QCD tests
and determine the strong coupling constant very
accurately, providing a nice experimental verifica-
tion of asymptotic freedom. Information on the
strange quark mass has also been obtained from
Cabibbo-suppressed hadronic τ decays; these de-
cay modes are expected to provide soon the most
precise determination of |Vus|.
The recent measurement of the electron anoma-
lous magnetic moment has substantially im-
proved the determination of α, while the BNL
investigation of aµ has reached the needed sen-
sitivity to explore higher-order electroweak cor-
rections. Further experimental progress could be
possible. To perform a meaningful precision test
of the electroweak theory, it is necessary to con-
trol better the QCD contributions. The present
e+e− versus τ experimental controversy on the
photon vacuum polarization should be resolved,
and a more accurate determination of the light-
by-light scattering contribution is needed.
10 A. Pich
The first hints of new physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model have emerged recently, with convinc-
ing evidence of neutrino oscillations from solar,
atmospheric, accelerator and reactor neutrino ex-
periments. The existence of lepton flavour viola-
tion opens a very interesting window to unknown
phenomena, which we are just starting to explore.
It seems possible to push the present limits on
neutrinoless τ decays beyond the 10−8 or even
10−9 level, probing the underlying lepton flavour
dynamics to a much deeper level of sensitivity. At
the same time, new neutrino oscillation experi-
ments will measure the small mixing angle θ13
and will investigate whether CP violating phases
are also present in the lepton mixing matrix.
The huge τ data sample accumulated at the
B Factories will soon be complemented with the
BESIII τ+τ− pairs, collected at threshold. More-
over, a possible Super-B Factory is already un-
der study [93], and further ideas towards a low-
energy Tau-Charm Factory with luminosities be-
yond 1035 cm−2 s−1, using a high-intensity e+e−
linear collider, have been presented at this work-
shop [94]. Therefore, τ physics will continue being
a very active field of research in the next years.
Among the new topics which could be investi-
gated in the future, it is worth mentioning the
search for CP violating signals in τ decays.
Decays of heavier particles into τ leptons are
another interesting field of research, as exempli-
fied by the recent determination of fB|Vub| from
the B → τντ branching ratio [97]. The Teva-
tron has also shown the advantages of the τ lep-
ton as a tool for new physics searches [98]. The
τ provides a clean signature and the possibility
to perform polarization analyses, which makes τ
identification a key ingredient for new discoveries.
Strategies to exploit the full τ potential at LHC
are being actively investigated at present [99].
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